Please email Tyrone C. Thomas at ct@thezuulu.com

Engineering Intern
At zuulu
New York, NY

About us:
Zuulu is a community platform -- aggregating all its content from community members. Zuulu was created to re-imagine the way we think about media in a more curated form. All of Zuulu’s stories are produced by people with a unique story to tell from different backgrounds.

What we’re looking for:
We’re looking for a creative developer to join our product/engineering team. You love web technologies and you have an eye for design and UX.

Some of our challenges and opportunities include: architecting and implementing the technology stack for our consumer facing application and building API-powered apps for a multitude of platforms and device.

What you’ll accomplish:

• Build and ship features for a consumer application
• Build cutting edge consumer video-based user experiences across various devices
• Evolve our front-end style guide and frameworks using SASS and React

Things you know:

• Understanding of cross-browser compatibility and responsive design
• Expertise in Javascript and jQuery
• Expertise with HTML5, CSS3, and SASS
• Experience with React Native or other technologies
• Experience with PHP, Phyton or other backend languages
• Experience working with at least one modern Javascript framework
• Knowledgeable on the latest web technologies and how they may be used effectively
• Hungry to develop complex software with many moving parts
• An keen eye for design and enforcing a style guide
• You have an eye for details that make a great user experience.
• You enjoy the process of design and development.

Add-ons:

• Understanding of unit and integration testing
• Experience contributing to open source projects
• Familiarity with all aspects of MVC web applications